
Idriss Kone
514-431-1062 ● Montreal, QC ● idriss.kone@icloud.com ● Portfolio ● LinkedIn ● Github

EXPERIENCE

Web Developer - (React - Shopify Storefront API) Feb. 2022 - Present

Sheertex | Montreal, QC

● Developed and maintained multiple Shopify Hydrogen websites using React, ensuring high availability
and optimal performance

● Implemented and launched a website “Quick Add” feature using React and Shopify’s Storefront API,
resulting in a 10% increase in revenue

● Improved website conversion rate by 15% by conducting A/B tests and analyzing user behavior using
tools such as VWO and Hotjar

● Conducted regular code reviews and provided constructive feedback to team members, resulting in
improved code quality and a 30% reduction in the number of reported bugs and issues

Web Developer - (Javascript - Shopify Liquid) Jan. 2021 - Feb. 2022

Manhattan International Inc | Montreal, QC

● Contributed to the development of customized Shopify themes using HTML, CSS, Shopify Liquid, and
JavaScript, resulting in a more engaging and user-friendly customer experience

● Developed and launched a mini cart “Upsell” feature using Javascript and Shopify’s API, resulting in a
15% increase in revenue

● Assisted with the implementation of various third-party integrations and APIs, such as payment gateways
and shipping providers, to streamline the e-commerce process and reduce checkout friction

PROJECTS

Pokedex
Visit Page
- A web application that allows users to look up detailed information about their favorite Pokemon using ReactJS
and MaterialUI, resulting in a user-friendly interface and quick access to information

Movie Search
Visit Page
- A website to look up any movie and get a short plot description along with a trailer, using React and external
REST APIs, resulting in an intuitive and engaging user experience

SKILLS & LANGUAGES

Skills: HTML | CSS | JavaScript | Sass | TailwindCSS | Bootstrap | React | NextJS | MaterialUI | Styled Components
| Shopify Liquid | GraphQL | RESTAPI | Git

Languages: English (native) | French (fluent)
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